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.{BSTRACT
}effic jam detection systern is a kind of systern that can detect
raffic in rnultiple locations. It requires the interaction with a
*stem that requires an algorithm to lneet the specific
rquirernents. This paper presents a rnobile-based interaction for
"&ecting traffic jarn using decision support systern. The
il.fectives ofthis application are,to give the user the better online
mformation of traffic flow of whole Jakarta through mobile
rrelication and to assist the user for rnaking the decision of
tr'rcsing an appropriate road. So, the user or the one who needs
fie infonnation of the current situation on specific roads in Jakarta
'mil be aimed by utilizing this application.
-m this paper, we propose a mobile-based interaction for detectine
.rzffic jam to provide decision-rnaking using Dijkstra,s strortej
lnth algorithrn. This algorithm will be used to establish the
uplication in order to set the shortest path that can be passed by
ttoE traveler or the user. All of the paths will diiplay thl
nd,e-mation of various circumstances in which can detennine the
x!:tserit state of traffic- This information directly assists the user to
r",,.'id traffic congestion and to rnake a decision to choose the
r n-opriate road.
Kepvords
Jecision Support Systern, Dijkstra's shortest path algorithrn,
fi{,obile-based Interaction, Traffi c Jarn
T. INTRODUCTION
e"l increasing number of vehicles and imprecise controls of traffic
m Jakarta have become major issues that create congestion. The
lrffic consestion causes loss in oroductivity, consumes a lot of
tns'cline, diminishes air quality, creates a variety of safetv
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hazards, often discourages tourisrn, and reduces busiess
information [|]. All of these problerns are required to be solvdso
that the traffic congestion can be reduced.
There are several different types ofsolutibn that have been Eken
to reduce traffic congestion in Jakarta, such as employs afic
policemen in irnportant traffic points, attempt to lay mre
pavernents to avoid congestion, etc. But with the adve- of
technology and increment of traffic flow, several appmaches rith
less involvernent of human have been taken. Conternpcary
approaches emphasize better information and control to us the
existing infrastructure more efficientty [2]. In contonpaary
approaches, image processing, computer vision or robot viion,
etc are highly recomrnended In these tlpes of soluins,
involvernent of computers provide many promising approades
because information t'eed through mobile applications or web
networks can sirnply provided. Because of this, u.e are propcing
an innovative method in detecting traffic congestion using nrdile
application.
In Indonesia. \\'e can get the online information of traffic flov on
certain location through some rvebsites. One of the websig is
htfpy;lervatmana.com. In this rvebsitq the information of traffic
flow rvill be obtained through c:rmeras that are placed in impctant
traffic poins. This infonnation will be updated wery two hmrs.
Therefore, the people rvho are connected to the internet netyork
can use this application and choose an appropriate road to rvoid
congestion.
In this papo, we want to describe mobile-based interaction as a
new generation of traffic jam <ietection system thai has
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trcncndorrs potential to improve decision support system- This
qplicdion will support real-time maps that can be viewed or
?ccrqsrd and provide the information of the current situation on
specific rmds in lakarta. It also presents a better management
decisbn making to the user or the traveler. So, the user not only
can avoid Faffic congestion but also can choose the appropriate
rmd with a mobile phone. This new and improved application is
n€cessary to develop an innovative tralfic jaln detection systern.
This paper is structured as follows. The second section presenrs
tlre path (graph theory) and the algorithrn, Dijkstra's shortest path
algorithm, that we used to establish the mobile application. The
third section discusses the modeling of rnobile-bascd interaction
fe daecting traffic congestion. The fourth section shows the final
comments and conclusions.
2. RELATED WORKS
There are many approaches that can be used to solve the shortest
path problern. Some researches have been using various
algorithms, such as Dijkstra's shortest path algorithrn. The
Dlkstra's shortest path algorithm is still considered strong. The
devetopment of this algorithm is also still continued [5]. There are
several approaches to perforrn the development of this algorithrr
through a hierarchical rnodel []. So that, this algorithm can be
adjusted to the real-weighted undirected graph. The Dijkstra's
shortest path algorithrn have an ability to create an efficient
processing phase with a linear structure for single-source the
shqtest path through computation tirne O (m log a). Therefore,
this algorithrn has a powerful potential to solve the problelns of
traffic congestion which fonn a path which is the collection of
graphs.
The tnffic network can be supported by Arc-flag approach [2],
which is one of result of the development of The Dijkstra's
shctest path algorithm. This approach will be done by doing the
partition through a graph. Then, each region will be marked. The
mark describes that theregion has a maximum number of edges of
the graph. This kind of concept can be used to solve the traflic
congestion problem in Jakarta through the unstructured road
dwelopment. So, we can apply the main path in every certain
location that has a number ofedges.
For the certain locations that have a potential to cause traffic
congestion can be presented using graph cut. The graph cut can be
&ne through computing rnin-marginals approach. It will be
irrplernented by labeling the calculated random field path
efficiently based on dynamic graph [3]. This algorithm leads us to
get a polynomial running time. However, planar algorithrn [7] is
also guite promising. The condition of highway in Jakarta
overlapping must be changed into two-dimensional planar shape.
After drat we can do the cutting edge.
T* algcrithm that is used to search the shortest path also has tc
be described in a real map. To achieve this algorithm, we required
a tecinique that can be perfonned with the Scalable Vector
Gpbi:s and Tiny Line SVG approaches for flexible display [8].
TLis approaclr sr+ports ganoalization on the schelnatic map. By
using the technique and combination software such as J2IvIE as
sof'tware that supports connected limited device
can be applied to the developed mapping application nndel
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Data and Process
To build this application, wc need information of traffic flor-
infonnation can be obtained through cameras that are pbcd
irnportant traf{ic points, such as Arteri Pondok Indah,
Jati Bening, etc. All of the places that have been mentioned
potential to cause traf-fic congestion. The data of current si
on specific roads of whole Jakarta will be sent to the servs
processed and display through interface fonn or in the
application device. This interface will consists of
parameters of congestion level in Jakarta. The illustration d
data process can be secn in figure l.
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Figure i. Flot" of the data process.
3.1.1 RedesignMap
Google maps application is quite enough to describe th
information of iurrent situation on specific roads in Jakdr.
However, the Google maps of the city of Jakarta have to Lc
redesign so that it could compatible to our new applicatio- f
Google maps only give the infonnation of certain roads, we lrl*
to redesign the infonnation by changing the interface ofthe nry
with using different colors as paralneters of traffic congestion. yc
will use four different colors, such as red, blug yellow, ad
purple. The color red is used to describe the state of traffic jam i
which the vehicles are stopped. The color blue is used to show tb
certain roads that the vehicles are rnoving very slowly. The coh
yellow shows that there are an excessive number of vehicles c
road. And the color purple that we used is to describe a conditia
of less nurnber of vehicles on road. In this paper, the density rangc
of vehicles on road will not be included as parameters oftraft
congestion. We will only describe each edge with ceral
condition through its specific color,
3.1.2 Conversion
After redesigning the maps, we are going to change it into e
graph, except in the interfacg to represent a realistlc paSenr of
certain roads in Jakarta. Then, the Dijkstra's shortest @
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{rithm will be used to determine the shortest path from the
6nph- In our new application, as mentioned earlier, each graph
c,ifl be synchronized to the real condition of roads in Jakarta. For
[ilance, we will manually describe the crossroad as a node and
& road as an cdge that describe in figure 2.
The value of a single edge is based on the length of the path- As
nne as the graph theory, each of the edge has its own value. In
&r case, we give the biggest value to the longest path (road).
a) b)
Frgure 2. Conversion the map to be a graph form. a) The
Cilandak map from maps.google.com. tr) The graph result
from conversion map.
Hr of the edge represents the certain road that has a possibility
mbepassed by the vehicles. Besides, we also need to convert the
llSghway and the divided highway into a graph. It can be divided
hr the directed and undirected graph. We rvill convert the
ffighway into directed graph or digraph, A directed graph or
ftraph is a pair G : (u, v). It means that an edge is related with
m vertices (nodes) and considered to be directed from U to V.
ilranwhile, the divided highway will be converted into undirected
gph- Tbe undirected graph is a graph in which edges have no
,ffiitation. It means that the edges are not ordered pairs, but sets
fi v) of vertices. The roads in Jakarta can be converted into
ndrected graph.
ffin the red path, as we mentioned earlier, the traffic jarn is the
,mvoidable pad of road. The red path will be removed from the
ld- We propose cut edges method. We choose the cut edges
ry&od in ords to stabilize a number of different sub graphs.
frrthermorg the cut edges method also can quest optimum
drtion for each function in polynomial tirne [4].
LI-3 Quantification
lhe quantification process is used to represent the condition ofthe
uuds in whole city into quantitative value. Every condition that
|b rarious degree of the traffic 
-jam will be quantified into
fferent values. The quantitative value will be valuable according
b the colors, such as the color purple is become the first valuq
" color yellow is become the second value, etc. For the color
d" traffic jam condition, it can't be included into the Braph. We
povide the quantification process using cut edges algorithm I I I ].
3.2 Algorithm Development
To appfy the shortest path, we use one of gr$ rtdho4
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithrn, where has bern Equircd to
input value of the first node as initial position and nbe of rhc
second node as destination. Normally, the shortest 6h can bc
obtained frorn the shortest distance of road and le cu-ra
situation of road without traffic congestion. We rdtiply tbc
distance of each edge with the quantification result Thus, fic
value of the path can be provided using our formula.
Wr = EtXCn
Pi = Ei=.lrl{"1
Formula (l) shows I/, the weight of each selected edgg whidr is
depended by i. The value ofi is the variable array thatdefines the
index of each edge. I/ is calculated by multiplying f,as a length
of the edge between the cross road by Cr, the consffi number
that is depended by r as the index ofconstant number-The index.
of constant number will be defined as the condition *hich have
been quantified, from I until 4. The condition is retieved from
the quantification process. The purple color has value l, yellow
color has value 2, blue color has value 3, and red cdahas value
4. So, thevalueof C, depends on the condition of theray.
Formula (2) is used to count the value of sub path 6at will be
used to find the shortest path. P; is the value of each pdr that will
be selected. The sigma symbol means the iteration o'f Ifi that is
determined by K. The K value is the total number of selected
vertexes. It is the subset of all of the vertexes in the gr4h.
In this paper, we modify the Dijkstra's shortest path {orithm to
obtain the three selected shortest paths in order to povide the
decision making and risk evaluation to the users. Weessume that
the users will not obviously take the first selected slnrtest path.
The users probably will consider to take another path o avoid the
traffic congestion. Therefore, we provide two other p#; that can
be chosen. When one of the path has been selected, tte program
will be repeated. However, the program will remove ute of the
edge that is connected to the node which has oth€r altemative
edges in the selected path. The program will repe* until the
initial node can not be passed through its edge. The resulting
value of each path can be obtained through formula (2)
After we get the value of each path, we will specifi the three
rninimum values in order to provide the best three pdrs that can
be passed. The best three paths will be processed to obtain the
percentage of each selected path through its edgc- We rill
generate the paths that have the same condition, such !, the paths
which have value 2. Then, we can determine the percentage of
each constant nurnber by rnultiplying the length of the@e b-v tbc
constant number and then compare the result dire{rt p.i& &c
value ofthe each selected path.
( t )
(2)
r i lFt = 9,{t + {'l! + t',}t + '""+ tlk
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Pt = *fi + ,V + NlNz + '"'+ 
"fn 
g)
4 =7P\ + t{t +n\ + ' . '+ \12 (s)
Ft :  Et:/ ." Ci + 82 X Cl + E-: x Cz+ " '+ Eix C- (6)
Dl.  
- : l r tEixcny 166aysL,Yl . -  
4 
 ruu?r (7)
In words, in order to obtain RC, the percentage of each constant
number, we will multiply the total nurnber of E;, the length of the
edge, by C^. the constant number, and then devide the result with
the value of the each selected path. m represents the index of the
condition ofeach selected path. m is the subset ofn. L is the total
number of selected edges which have the sarre constant number.
We can provide three paths (shortest paths) to the user from the
best ofthree combinations that have been chosen, but not always
there are three suggestions, if the algorithm only find 2 or less the
suggest path, the visual only display I or 2 way. It depends on the
condition of traffic. The following pseudo-code gives a brief
description of the working of the Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm
l l0 l .
Procedure Dijsktra (V: set of vertices 1... n {Vertex I is the
source]
Adj[l ..n] of adjacency lists;
EdgeCost(u, w): edge- cost functions;)
Var: sDistfl...n] of path costs from source (vertex l);
{sDist[jJ will be equal to the lengrh of the shortest path
toi]
Begin:
Initialize
{Create a virtual set Frontier to store i where sDist[iJ is
alreadyfiilly solved]
Create empty Priority Queue New Frontier;
sDist[ | Je0; {The distance to the source is zero}
forafl vertices w in V- {11 do {no edges have been
explored yet)
sDist[w]*o
end for;
Fill New Frontier with vertices w in V organized by
priorities sDist[w];
endlnitialize;
repeat
veDeleteMin{New Frontier}; {v is the new closest;
sDist[u] is already correct]
forall of the neighbors w in Adj[v] do
if sDistIwpsDistIv] +EdgeCost(v,w) then
sDist[w]e5trist[v] +EdgeCost(v,w)
update w in New Frontiel. {with new priority
sDist[wJ]
endif
endfor
rntil New Frontier is empty
:ndDijkstra;
There are many crossroads in Jakarta. It means that the program
will procss many nodes to gain the shortest path. So that, the
cornputational complexity tends to be very difficult to be defined
To increase the computational process, we will restrict the region
of the graph through the Arc-Flag Approach [5].
3.3 Visualization
We plan to build our application using Java 2 Mobile Eclition
(J2ME). The combination of Connected Limited Device
Confguration (CLDC) and, Mobile Information Device profile
(MIDP) can provide a solid Java platform for developing
applications to run on devices with limited memory, processing
power, and graphical capabilities. So, the application thar
developed can nrn in the slnall network like GPRS or 3G. CLDC
defines the base set of application programming interfaces devices
like mobile phones, pagers, and mainstream personal digital
assistants. We can use these privileges to optirnize the design and
application systems.
The design, which is the first fonn of our application, can bc
shown in figure 3. In this part, we display a map that can be e
random map, with image magnification capability. The capability
of obtaining magnifications is I to 3 times. We only offer to
rnagnify the irnage by three times because the mobile applicatiom
have a limited ability in memory and loading data through the
CPRS or 3G network.
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altemative path (route) to avoid congestion. Usirg G?RS. ::ri
application can help the users to save their \"l,nltL tfuc anuS
reduce the cost for using the CPS.
Furthcr development of our planning applicair n ::c
developrnent of a database system and the connoctb liir :;r
server devices to the rnobile application intcrEct- i:.:
irnplernentation of our application will be done in r*tirne cr--a
according to the init ial  design.
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d)
Fgure 3. Design our appl icat ion. a) The f irst preview rvith
index parameter. b) The l irst shortest path. c) The second
shortest path. d) The third shortest path-
Thc right side in our application will show the infonnation of
mdtr or parameters of traffic congestion through various colors,
m xe mentioned earlier, the color red, blue, yellow, and purple.
frtule the lower part will give a search facility, it is used to search
rn alternative path (road). The user can enter the initial position,
frc place where the user is located, and the final destination.
F.re-r' data that has been input will be sent to our server through
rfisnet network. Then, all of the data, the certain location and its
ffr:nt situation (through the camera and other data from intemet
ncreork) will be processed using Dijkstra's shortest path
rugsrithtn.
h *e second fonn of our application, we propose the result which
m :!e three best paths (roads) with the optilnurn way that can be
msscd by the user. Three best paths will be showed with green
ooicr- The first path is a recommended road that the system
mqested to the user. It is the shortest path without congestion or
tb highest value. Then, the following path, the system will
{@tr6t another path that has lower value through the algorithrn.
b eech selected path, we will describe the percentage of path
rrnelj) condition which is including the color blue, yellow, and
*rgie. For example, the color blue has 0%, the color yellow has
{[Opi, and the color purple has 0olo. It means that this path shows
tc;ondition ofan excessive nurnber ofvehicles on road. . Every
@ in this system can be visualized using the map application by
unr,csing one of the paths (click the navigation button in the
{ CONCLUSIONS
ihie Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is very useful in resolving
rurcntlems of traffic congestion. Cornbining the algorithrn with
mctr r'isualization techniques and software that supports the
{I-"DC can provide visualization effects and flexible systern.
,3lr rerv application of detecting traffic 
.iarn can be accessed and
mrc.ernented in rnobile application through internet network. It
:ur rssist to provide the information about traffic points with
inar=.c jain and facilitate the useis to choose the appropriate
